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expanding your horizon
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The Events
Medicine Beyond
Borders
Lecture 3: Dr. Marco Versluis
Marco Versluis is a gynecologist and
coordinator tropical medicine for the
master in medicine at theUniversity
Medical Center in Groningen. He has a
background in global health and is
involved in the surgical training of
community health officers in Sierra Leone,
a country with many health care
challenges. At the HCSA lustrum, he will
talk about his experiences as a doctor in
this setting and how working abroad can
expand our horizon!

Topic: Medicine, Science, Health

Galaxy Cocktail
Workshop
Host: HCSA Board

Schedule
Check out our
multidisciplinary events,
expand your horizon, and
celebrate our lustrum with us!
Friday
16th

Saturday
17th

Sunday
18th

18.50-19.00

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

19.00-20.00

Lecture 1

Lecture 2 (TBC)

Lecture 3

20.00-20.15

Break

Break

Break

20.15-21.00

Cocktail WS

21.00-21.05

Closure

HC 1st Year Gathering

Closure

Pub Quiz
Closure

The Rise of
Complexity in the
Universe

Concurrent to our Lustrum team of
expanding our horizon, our favorite board
member, Wally (Internal Affairs), will take
you to the stars in this amazing Galaxy
Cocktail Workshop. The drink is vegan and
can be made alcohol free! Prepare your
glasses and dust off your cocktail glasses for
this interactive workshop on cocktail
brewing. The recipe will be made available
on our website before the lustrum starts

Lecture 1: prof. dr. Rien van de
Weijgaert

1st Year Gathering
Host: HCSA Board
All first year Honours students are
invited to the virtual Honours
Tower! You can mingle and get to
know your new fellow students,
choosing to have a casual chat, a
facilitated discussion, or some fun
verbal games. And of course a sneak
peek into the Honours Tower! The
link will be announced via the
website

Starting from the Big Bang, the expanding
universe saw the emergence of ever
complexer structures. Over billions of years
the cosmic stage saw the birth of galaxies,
stars and planets. The growing complexity
culminated in the appearance of life,
conscience and intelligence. What is the
connection between complex life and the
universe? What cosmic answers can be
learned from life and intelligence
elsewhere? Rien van de Weygaert is a
professor of astrophysics and cosmology
at the University of Groningen's Kapteyn
Astronomical Institute. In this lecture, he
will take us on a journey to tackle the
fundamental
astronomical
and
philosophical questions of our existence,
the past, present, and future of complex
structure in our universe as we know it

Registration Open For All: https://hcsa.nl/
More details and further information on our website

Topic: Astronomy,
Philosophy, Cosmology

Introduction and Schedule
Registration for the Lustrum is open until the 16th. To sign up fill out the forms
here: https://hcsa.nl/calender/hcsa-lustrum-2021/. Registration is free and open for
all Honours students!
A warm welcome to all our fellow Honours students! In keeping the Honours
spirit, we are inviting you to celebrate our 5th birthday with us! Celebrating our first
Lustrum this year, our association is holding a special weekend with the theme:
Expanding Your Horizon "Think Universally, Dream Internationally, Act Globally"
from the 16th until the 18th of April 2021! Filled with fun social gatherings, a pub
quiz, and enriching lectures from distinguished lecturers, you will get to know the
Honours community, broaden your knowledge, all whilst having the time of your
lives! In this first Lustrum, the HCSA is celebrating the 3 unique aspects that have
defined and shaped our organisation: International, Multidisciplinary, and
Academically Excellent. Therefore, we are collaborating with distinguished lecturers
and professionals across a broad range of disciplines with global working experiences
to present fundamental universal and global themes in broadening our understanding
of the world and universe that we live in!
At the same time, we want this weekend to be a great opportunity for all new
Honours students to join in the fun, see some engaging events, and get a chance to
meet new friends within the programme. The social event of each evening will always
be an invitation to get to know each other better, and just have some fun in the
Honours community!
Here's a sneak peak of our full schedule:
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

18:50-19: Introduction
00

Introduction

Introduction

19:00-20: Lecture 1: The
00
Rise of
Complexity in
the Universe

Lecture 2: Create Your
Own Space in Science!

Lecture 3: Medicine
Beyond Borders

20:00-20: Break
15

Break

Break

20:15-21: Galaxy Cocktail Honours College 1st
00
workshop
Year Social Gathering

Final Pubquiz

21:00-21: Closure
05

Closure

Closure

First Day: Friday 16th of April
Lecture 1: The Rise of Complexity in the Universe

Topics: Astronomy, Cosmology, Philosophy
Lecturer: Prof. dr. Rien van de Weijgaert
Have you ever wondered about the nature of our existence within the universe? Do
you want to know more on how our intelligent lives came into being? Are we special
in the universe?
These are the philosophical and scientific questions that have plagued scientists and
philosophers alike for centuries. Within this special lecture, we will provide you with
both perspectives in tackling the fundamental nature of our existence in the universe!

Starting from the Big Bang, the expanding universe saw the emergence of ever more
structures. Over billions of years the cosmic stage saw the birth of galaxies, stars and
planets. The growing complexity culminated in the appearance of life, conscience and
intelligence. What is the connection between complex life and the universe? What
cosmic answers can be learned from life and intelligence elsewhere? Prof. dr. Rien
van de Weygaert is a professor of astrophysics and cosmology at the University of
Groningen's Kapteyn Astronomical Institute. As an astronomer specialized in the
studies of the origin and evolution of the universe and the scientific study of the large
scale properties of the universe as a whole, Prof. Rien will guide you in tackling the
fundamental astronomical and philosophical questions of our existence, the past,
present, and future of complex structure in our universe as we know it.
The lecture will be followed by a guided discussion session accompanied by the
professor himself. Honours participants are likewise invited to engage in the
discussion!
Concurrent with our theme, let’s together reflect universally and expand our horizon!
Cocktail workshop

Join your favorite HCSA board member Wally in preparing a theme-fitting cocktail!
After a long week of studying hard(ly), you’re free to join and prepare the Galaxy
Cocktail. Those who signed up will receive the recipe by email in-time for your
preparations. For the brain-sparing people among us, there will also be an alcohol-free
option. The workshop will be a mix of culinary expertise with inappropriate jokes and
a Q&A about what it’s like to be in the HCSA board (including information in case
you want to do a part-time board year next year!) Come aboard the cocktail train and
sign up for the cocktail workshop!
Check out our cosmically mind-blowing galaxy cocktail list of ingredients below
and get yours ready for a fri-date cocktail with us!

Second Day: Saturday 17th of April
Lecture 2 : Create Your Own Space In Science!
Talk with Veronica Allen, PhD
Topics : Astrochemistry, Science Career Talk

Fascinated in how you can create your own successful custom pathway in pursuing
your scientific or academic career? Or want to know how you can manage your
dream-pursuing ambitions with a healthy and happy life balance?
Lucky for you, we have our very own academic professional and PhD graduate from
the University of Groningen, Dr. Veronica Allen, who will guide you through these
questions on Saturday, September 17 from 19.00 to 20.00!
Dr. Veronica Allen is an astrochemist studying molecules in space that are related to
the molecules of life (prebiotic molecules). Originally from the US, she studied
Physics with Astrophysics in the UK at the University of Leeds and obtained a
BSc/Mphys in 2013. Following this, she pursued her PhD studying astrochemistry
around young high mass stars at the University of Groningen, defending her thesis in
2018. She has just finished a NASA Postdoctoral Program fellowship at NASA

Goddard Space Flight Center in the USA and returned to Groningen as an NWO Veni
laureate to continue her work in uncovering the formation of prebiotic molecules in
space. She is most excited about the knowledge utilization aspect of the Veni and has
plans to teach primary school children about astrochemistry. When not studying the
origin of life, she likes competing in agility (behendigheid) with her dog, Dragon, and
gaming with her two young children!
So, ready to carve out your spellbinding scientific career in the stars? Want to find out
how you can do something that you’re passionate about whilst creating your own
professional focus?
We’re looking forward to see you on Saturday!
1st Year Gathering

The HCSA is so excited for you as you start your Honours journey! We know how
important it is to have support from friends and peers throughout the Honours
programme. That’s exactly what this 1st Year Gathering is here for! All new Honours
students are invited to join us in Gather Town, where you will have the time to meet
new people, get to know others better, and have some fun experiences. First you will

embellish your Gather Town name with something about yourself, arrive and get
settled on a comfy sofa. Then, there will be choices such as the game “5 second rule”,
a show and tell session, and a conversation table! HCSA Board members will be
leading the groups, but at all times you will be welcome to sidle off for a smaller chat
with someone you have met, or to stay in the bigger groups. You will simply receive a
Gather Town link before the event. See you in the virtual Honours Tower!

Final Day: Sunday 18th of April
Pub Quiz

The HCSA invites you to our thrilling and challenging Honours edition Pub Quiz on
our final day of the Lustrum evening! Feel like you have expanded your horizons in
our enriching Lustrum weekend? Want to test that new knowledge that you have
gained whilst having a fun time to meet new Honours friends or hang out with your
friends?

Then this pub quiz is the answer for you! The quiz will consist of 4 rounds with
diverse multidisciplinary topics! Consisting of four rounds, the topics will include
themes tackled during our Lustrum (general knowledge, astronomy, medicine, etc) as
well as some other fun music, HCSA, and random rounds! In the end, the winning
team will also get a prize of special edition honours college mugs to show off your
#HonoursPride with us!
To participate in the Pub Quiz simply sign up using our Lustrum form and indicate
that you will be present on the 3rd day. If you’d like to be in a team with your friends,
you could also fill out their names in the optional box provided (although this is not
mandatory and we can pair you up with someone new). A few days before the event,
we will send you a specific pub quiz confirmation email to fully confirm your
availability to participate in the quiz alongside the instruction materials and the link!
Think you’re up for the challenge? See you on Sunday!
Lecture 3: Medicine Beyond Borders

Topics: Medicine, Science, Health

Lecturer: Dr. Marco Versluis
Health is an important topic for all of us, especially considering the current
COVID-19 pandemic. That’s why it’s important for us to understand what it’s like to
be healthy and likewise to understand health disparities between, for example, the
Netherlands and Sierra Leone.
The HCSA has invited dr. Marco Versluis to give a lecture about tropical medicine
and about working as a healthcare professional abroad. Tropical medicine is a field of
medicine that aims to provide care in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs),
who often face economic, social or environmental problems resulting in a lack of
proper healthcare. Tropical physicians work hard to fight these disparities, which have
only increased during this global pandemic.
Dr. Versluis is a gynecologist at the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG)
and helps to train local medical officers in Sierra Leone. He has worked in different
areas of the world and is known among medical students to be an active, funny and
interesting lecturer. He coordinates the tropical medicine internships for senior
medical students who wish to work in LMICs as well.
The lecture will contain guided discussions and interactive talks on the role of health
and medicine and society. Working abroad and international healthcare are, of course,
topics that completely square with our theme of expanding your horizon!

